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About This Game

In 2097, the mining of minerals and other natural resources is completely automated and controlled by supercomputers. The
planets that are mined for 'Iberium', an essential mineral to control pollution on Earth, are called Z.A.R.; Zones for Artificial

Resources. The 'central computer' that controls all of the mining robots is hit by a meteorite and enters a frenzy. It starts
building robots with weapons, intent on conquering more planets. A single soldier, Colonel Hermit, is sent to deal with this

threat.

Explore vast, open, low-gravity terrains whilst gunning down hordes of enemies.

Enjoy the CD-quality audio soundtrack.

Destroy your enemies with a variety of weaponry.
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Title: Z.A.R.
Genre: Action
Developer:
Maddox Games
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1998

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English,Russian
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I couldn't even play episode 1 because of an error that hasn't been fixed. The other episodes are locked. Basically, this product
does not work.

I contacted the developer for an answer (couldn't get a refund because I took too long to test the game) and the developer said
they'd fix this issue (a known issue) in future versions. They recommended I get it for free on the Android store or watch the
episodes from their website. You should do just that, unless you're feeling like a sponsor of the arts or something and feel like
donating some money to Eko.. What a great little loco, so versatile. A must for any UK steam fan.. I LOVE this game. Yup
some bits of the story feel rushed and we have a few loose ends here and there but the experience is overall really good.

Once again, the pixelart is just great, the music is even better, exploration wise, eventhough it's a somewhat short game, there is
quite a lot for you to explore and discover. The story is interesting but some bits feel missing, some enemies show up a bit too
late in the game to my taste but I still love it. Lovely characters, great humor, it feels less creepy than Count Lucanor imo.

I bought this game the very day it came out, I regret nothing! I had tons of fun playing it.

I'm honestly looking forward to hear more from Baroque Decay.

I highly recommend it.

Sosa is love, Sosa is life!. cool. this game looks like "Star Force" game on nintendo.. Follow my curator page for more reviews
like this at Phenix Emporium

I give this game a moderate recommendation for fans of the walking-sim genre, although waiting for a sale may be in your best
interest.

It features a lovely and at times quite tense atmosphere through which you journey through a decently intriguing story if a bit
patchwork at times, the puzzles are fairly well made although they are not always very intuitive and on numerous occasions
support a number of interpretations that require guesswork or trial and error in order to filter out the correct answer. Overall a
quality though struggled title that manages to stay afloat in the lake it calls home.. If you've played Zoo Tycoon...
Expect something like that but very watered down. And slow.
it only dissappoints if your expectations are high. If they are based only on what you see, it is solid, maybed even decent.
I only select 'rec' because 'ambivalent' is not an option. It is exactly what it advertises, and not a hair more.
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I don't know what I expected honestly, but it definitely wasn't this. It took all of 20 minutes to finish the game... 5 times...
The puzzles are a joke, the horror is a joke, it seems like someone was bored at night and decided to try making a game. Which,
I mean, is no problem and I enjoyed getting all the endings but... to charge money for this? No. Ultimately, I can't recommend it
because it's just not worth paying for.. I'm having a lot of fun with the game. It's great getting to play a turn based tactical game.
It's a genre that is seriously under represented on Steam and I am glad Tactics Studio brought this game to Steam.

I also like that it's fully voice acted. It's not very often that you see an Indie, F2P game that has that kind of production value.

There are tons of Immortals to unlock. Don't worry, if you don't want to spend money you can always play until you have
enough radiance (the game's currency) to unlock whichever immortal is the most interesting to you.

I'm looking forward to putting a lot more time into this. It's the rare F2P game that doesn't feel like a grind and has a ton of
depth. Definitely check it out.. Wonderful game, unique and deep. Just imagine your ordinary RPG but you don't fight against
orcs and goblins but against sorrows and guilts.. Great educational game. Made me learn a couple of things. Worth of playing.
. Super fun quick little game. Pucks flying at your face are scary.. If only it was this simple.
\/decrypt Microsoft.com
\/crack Microsoft.com
\/connect Microsoft.com
\/delete Xbox
\/logout

still , quite enjoyable.
. i have nothing to say this review but i love the game, i would recommend it to buy~!. https://youtu.be/TR3NZLeB6jE

A challenging platform that draws from classic source material but only stretches that base a small amount. The result is a fine
game that is a bit too familiar to be memorable.
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